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Abstract: The present case describes a situation which arises in a factory and halts production in the
plant. This case illustrates the situation in detail and the steps taken by the management to resolve the
issue. It is a beautiful study of handling industrial relations between unit management and surrounding
rural community. The rural population is a significant stakeholder in this unit.
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INTRODUCTION
It was 9.30 am of 3rd December 2008, when work inside the X Products Limited (XPL), a
transmission tower components manufacturing company, based at Raipur in the state of Chhattisgarh,
India was going on in a usual manner. Suddenly a crowd of approximately 200 villagers equipped with
arms such as Axe, Spade, Mattock, Spear, Trident, and other conventional weapons, tried to enter the factory
from main security gate. Security guards stopped them. Immediately the main entrance of the factory was
closed down.
Then mob besieged the factory main gate and started raising slogans. The crowd comprised of men,
ladies, and children. They stopped entry of raw materials/vendors/vehicles into the factory from
outside. Two security personnel were on routine duty at the main gate. The security officer and guards
found themselves helpless in front of a crowd of 200 local villagers. Blockade started. For some time the
villagers sat idle and kept organizing themselves for any confrontation. The head of the village council
(Sarpanch) Bendri, Mr. Gulam Nishad was the leader of this mob. All the villagers were just following him.
Soon slogan shouting mixed with abuses started. The villagers were angry and threatened to
demolish the factory gate and wall, if not heard. Few of them tried to dig out the main approach road and
culvert of the main entrance to stop all transportation from the factory. Mostly ladies of the village were
shouting and inciting others to jump over the boundary wall and closed gates of the factory. There were
two gates on the same road, but only one was working. The blockade continued for an hour.
General Manager, Mr. Mishra was outside in the city and Personnel Manager Mr. Ashutosh was also
out in the Raipur city for some official work. Security Officer tried to calm Mr. Gulam Nishad, and others
but all his efforts were in vain. Immediately security officer called personnel officer and General
Manager on their mobile. An environment of fear and uncertainty engulfed inside the factory and slowed
down the work.
Neither villagers could tell exact problem/demand nor was it known to the factory authorities.
Since factory administration was not aware of any problem or issue and there was no feeling of any
resentment till the previous day, this blockade and threat seemed like a sudden action taken by local
people. However, on that particular day, all local laborers were absent from duty and were seen raising
slogans as part of the mob. Hostility was increasing.
Mr. Ashutosh Shukla, Personnel Manager, reached factory gate an hour later. He was able to call
Mr. Gulam Nishad and take him few meters away from the mob, with the help of an outsider. Mr. Shukla
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